Global Premier Soccer
2015 Curriculum - Phase 2
EDC Curriculum
6 Week Training Program
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Week 1: Ball Manipulation
WARM UP

TECHNICAL
Dribbling
Set up/Rules
20x15 yard area
All players have a ball and dribble
inside the area.
Progression
Use Inside/outside/sole of feet
Creative foot work to move ball
Coaching Points
Keep ball close to feet
Head up to see space
Use different parts of the foot to
move the ball
Vary speed of dribbling

TECHNICAL/TACTICAL

Ajax Zig-Zag Dribble
Set up/Rules
Players dribble though the cones
in a zig-zag formation going on the
outside of each cone.
Progression
Toe taps to each cone
Foundations to each cone
Inside/outside to each cone
Coaching Points
Little touches to keep ball close
Head up to see space

SMALL SIDED GAME
Ajax Zig-Zag Dribble
Set up/Rules
Players now work in pairs, first
player dribbles around each cone,
once the player gets to the first
cone the second player chases the
first around the cones and tries to
tag them before they get o the end
of the cones.
Progression
Add goal after the last cone. Can
defender catch player before they
get through the cones and shoot
Coaching Points
Little touches to keep ball close
Head up to see space

4v4
Set up/Rules
Both teams play 1-1-2-1 formation
Coaching Points
Remind players of key coaching
points from the session

Week 2: Dribbling
WARM UP

TECHNICAL
Dribbling to pass
Set up/Rules
1st player from each line perform
ball mastery to cones then pass to
opposite line and follow.
Progression
1st touch out of feet to cones then
pass and follow.
Red dribbles ball to cones, passes
to white then sprints backwards to
own line. White receives and tries to
get to cones before red gets back to
own line.
Coaching Points
Keep ball close to feet
Inside of foot to pass

TECHNICAL/TACTICAL

Dribbling - 4 Box Game
Set up/Rules
Ask players to run through as many
boxes as they can in 45 seconds.
Challenges
Player now must change the way
they move each time they leave
a box. (challenge players to think
about different ways to move using
different parts of the body)
Each player now has a ball and
must dribble through as many
boxes as possible in 45 seconds
Change speed every time you leave
a box
Switch foot being used to dribble
the ball inside the box

SMALL SIDED GAME
Dribbling - 4 Box Game
Progression
Now have one player become a
tagger in central zone (defender
must hold ball under one arm).
Boxes now become safe zones.
Players get 1 point each time they
can dribble into a new box.
Defender gets 1 point for each player they tag. If player is tagged they
must stand with ball on their head
and can only be free when another
attacker passes ball through their
legs. (NUTMEG!!!)
Add 2/3/4 defenders
Coaching Points
Head up to see space & defender
Little touches to keep ball close

4v4
Set up/Rules
Both teams play 1-1-2-1 formation
Coaching Points
Remind players of key coaching
points from the session

Week 3: Dribbling & Turning
WARM UP

TECHNICAL
Dribbling Lanes
Set up/Rules
Players have ball each. First player
from each team dribbles out to
cone, turns and dribbles back.
Progression
Competition: 1st red player
dribbles to red cone, turns and
dribbles back at speed. As he turns
1st white player goes – trying to
beat red player past orange cone
Coaching Points
Keep ball close to allow turn
Accelerate after turn

TECHNICAL/TACTICAL

Close range finish game
Set up/Rules
Player dribbles out, performs a
turn to face the goal and shoot as
quickly as possible
Progression
Teams switch sides
Race - 1 player from each team
goes, first player to score wins.
Coaching Points
Dribble out to cones at speed
Creativity with the turn
Strike for power or placement

SMALL SIDED GAME
1v1 Two Goal Game
Set up/Rules
Split players into 2 teams. Defender
passes ball between the goals and
moves into area to defend both
goals. Attacker tries to score in
either goal. If defender wins the ball
they try and score.
Progression
Team competition - First team to
score 5 goals win.
Coaching Points
Head up to see space
Positive play to attack goal
Technique with execution of turn

4v4
Set up/Rules
Both teams play 1-1-2-1 formation
Coaching Points
Remind players of key coaching
points from the session

Week 4: Dribbling & Turning
WARM UP

TECHNICAL
Electric Fence Game
Set up/ rules
Associate a color to each line.
Coach shouts a color and all players
must run to that line. Shout a few
so players change direction
Progression
Each player has a ball to dribble
Last player to the line has to perform 5 toe taps
Coaching Points
Keep ball close to feet
Inside/outside/sole of the foot to
turn

TECHNICAL/TACTICAL

Turning To Shoot
Set up/ rules
Split players into two teams diagonally opposite next to a goal. First
player from each line will dribble
out and shoot for the goal opposite. Players cant shoot until they
pass central cone. First player to
score gets a point for their team.
Progression
Players must now go around
central cone and shoot for the goal
they start next to. First player to
score gets the point.
Coaching Points
Shoot with laces
Shoot for space in goal

SMALL SIDED GAME
Receive, Turn & Shoot
Set up/Rules
Split players into 4 teams. One
player runs out towards middle
cone. Pass is played in to their feet.
Player receives and turns to shoot
at the goal they started next to.
Other team then plays.
Progression
Add GK’s
First team to score 5 goals wins
Coaching Points
Communication
Keep ball close
Head up to see space
Turn to change direction

4v4
Set up/Rules
Both teams play 1-1-2-1 formation
Coaching Points
Remind players of key coaching
points from the session

Week 5: Dribbling With Pressure
WARM UP

TECHNICAL
Electric Fence Game
Set up/ rules

1v1 Game
Set up/Rules
Players have a ball each and dribble
inside the area and high 5 each
other as they pass.
Progression
When coach shouts ‘go’ all players
try and kick any other ball outside
the area keeping their own ball
inside the area. Last player in wins
Coaching Points
Dribble to keep the ball close
Inside/outside/sole of the foot to
turn
Accelerate into space

Players work in pairs and play tag for
1 minute. The player that is the tagger
after 1 minute performs 5 star jumps.

Progression
Each player now has a ball and
plays the same game.
Coaching Points
Dribble to keep the ball close
Inside/outside/sole of the foot to
turn
Accelerate into space

TECHNICAL/TACTICAL

SMALL SIDED GAME
Dribbling Channel
Set up/Rules
1 Defender in central zone. All other
players in end zone with a ball.
Players try and dribble though middle zone without being tagged by
defender. If tagged player becomes
another defender.
Progression
Defenders can now try and tackle
attackers to win ball.
Coaching Points
Dribble to keep the ball close
Inside/outside/sole of the foot to
turn
Accelerate into space

4v4
Set up/Rules
Both teams play 1-1-2-1 formation
Coaching Points
Remind players of key coaching
points from the session

Week 6: Dribbling 1v1
WARM UP

TECHNICAL
4 Way Dribbling
Set up/Rules
Each player has a ball. Players
dribble to same colour cone
opposite the one they are on. High
5 the next player who dribbles to
opposite group.
Progression
Toe taps, Foundations,
Inside/Outside
Coaching Points
Keep ball close to feet
Head up to see space
Creative footwork to move the ball

TECHNICAL/TACTICAL

Dribbling & Passing
Set up/Rules
Players dribble into central square
and push ball with outside of the
foot through the gap and pass to
next cone. Ball is then passed to
start cone. Players follow pass.
Progression
Change direction
Coaching Points
Big touches to attack space
Outside of foot to push ball
through gap
Quality pass
Receive with back foot

SMALL SIDED GAME
1v1 Game
Set up/Rules
Ball passed across by defender to
play 1v1. Two 1v1s play at the same
time.
Progression
2v2 game
Coaching Points
Quality first touch into space
Awareness of space and players
moving into box.

4v4
Set up/Rules
Both teams play 1-1-2-1 formation
Coaching Points
Remind players of key coaching
points from the session

